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Abstract

Sex differences are frequently, however, not consistently found in the domain of spatial navigation in mammalian species. Using a virtual Morris water task (VMWT) we tested the hypothesis that differential use of proximal and distal cues between males and females could account for previously observed human differences. In Astur, Ortiz, and Sutherland (1998) males had faster swim latencies to a hidden platform, and smaller heading errors in the VMWT. We alternated blocks of fixed-across blocks and fixed-within blocks platform locations. Males found the hidden platform faster overall in both conditions. However the interleaved blocks eliminated the performance difference between the groups in the first trial of both the stationary and nonstationary platform blocks, indicating that females were less affected than males by the change in the reliability of the cognitive map (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978) of the stationary blocks for the interleaved blocks. This is in line with studies indicating differential preferences and abilities to use distal or geometric cues (e.g., Sandstrom, Kaufmann, & Heuttel, 1998). Therefore, the mixed results seen in spatial navigation regarding sex differences are due in part to the cue types available in a given task environment.
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Introduction

There are physical differences between human male and female brains such as those seen in gross morphology and cytoarchitecture (e.g., Toga & Thompson, 2003) that are the result of hormone regulated (e.g., Williams & Meck, 1991) and X- and Y-chromosome linked gene expression (e.g., Galfalvy et al., 2003). The significance of these manifest differences in terms of cognition are still being explored and debated. However, as we continue to define the functional relationship between brain structure and cognition, sex differences appear to be relevant parameters of the relationship. As a result of appropriate ethical considerations, much of the direct evidence in this area is obtained in animal studies. Thus the link between human and nonhuman animal studies is important to progress in cognitive science. One contemporary development is the comparison between the decades of results in spatial navigation in rodents performing maze tasks with that of human participants in virtual environments (Nadel et al., 1998)

The recent development of virtual reality environments makes possible the assessment of navigational abilities in humans with similar settings and parameters as done with rodents. Furthermore, although studies with actual mazes have been conducted (Bohbot et al., 1994; Kállai et al., 1995), the use of virtual environments allows a tighter control of the experimental conditions and better measurement of performance: for example, regarding path trajectories and speed. To this end, rodents are now also subjects in virtual environment navigation tasks (e.g., Hölscher et al., 2005).

Investigations with human subjects in different kinds of virtual mazes have produced similar results as seen in non-virtual rodent studies, for example the acquisition of spatial knowledge (Jacobs, Thomas, & Laurence, 1997), the importance of distal cues (Jacobs et al., 1998), and the crucial involvement of hippocampal structures (Astur et al., 2002). Specific to the current study there is evidence for a general performance advantage of males in navigational ability in virtual reality mazes (Morris water maze: Astur et al., 1998; Hebb-Williams maze: Shore et al., 2001) as it was also shown for rodents (Perrot-Sinal et al., 1996; Roof, 1993; Williams & Meck, 1991).

As of yet there is not a large body of results regarding sex differences in virtual maze navigation. Therefore, the aim of the current study was twofold. First, we wanted to replicate the general sex differences of shorter swimming latencies and smaller heading errors for male navigators in a different version of a virtual environment (i.e., Astur et al., 1998; Sandstrom et al., 1998). The second was to investigate the influence interleaved nonstationary platform trials have on these sex differences in terms of differential use of allocentric and egocentric representations. A difference in the method used to construct representations of the navigation space is assumed to possibly support the use of different navigational strategies. For example, as seen in Sandstrom et al. (1998) where males and females showed no differences in navigation performance in environments with both geometric (e.g., direction and distance) and landmark cues; However, female performance was worse when there were only geometric cues.

We chose for our purposes the Morris water maze (Morris, 1981), the gold standard for assessing navigation in rodents. In the Morris water task the subject has to find a platform in a circular pool situated in a quadratic room. The platform is hidden and there are no proximal cues within the pool that could indicate the platform location. Around the pool at the walls of the room, distal cues are arranged (Fig. 1). To perform successfully the subject has to encode the platform location in relation to the distal cues, as proximal cues are essentially missing.
Astur et al. (1998) showed in various experiments a reliable sex difference in the virtual Morris water task. Individuals had to escape from a virtual pool by finding a hidden platform over 20 trials after which a probe trial without platform was to be performed. Across all these experiments in which the position of the target did not change, the subjects continually improved their performance, that is, their swimming latency decreased. Overall, males were faster in finding the hidden platform, made smaller heading errors and showed a better spatial strategy in the probe trials1 compared to females. Importantly in a control task with a visible platform there were no differences between male and female latencies to find the platform or in swim speed. This indicates that the sex difference was not the result of motivational, motor or sensory differences regarding the computer program, rather it could be traced back to navigational ability (Astur et al., 1998).

A possible interpretation for the sex difference would be that males and females rely on differential strategies that are based on different representations when searching for the platform. Two kinds of spatial representation, egocentric and allocentric, are potentially useful in solving the Morris water task. To navigate through the environment individuals must initially rely on an egocentric representation. That is, on a representation of distal cues in the environment relative to the one’s own body. With continuous exposure to the environment, it is possible to form relations between the various cues. An allocentric representation, a cognitive map containing information about the spatial relations between diverse distal and geometric cues and the target position is built and refined gradually, supporting the navigation process (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). While an egocentric representation can be used to re-establish the constellation of distal cues relative to one’s own body in the moment the platform was found, an allocentric representation makes it possible to derive the platform location when cues and one’s own position within the environment are known. This distinction underlies the motivation for the task in our experiment. That is, interleaving a stable platform condition with a nonstable platform condition in the same VMWT environment should disrupt the ability to use a cognitive map built across both types of blocks.

Saucier et al. (2002) presented evidence for a basic difference in the way the sexes orient in and navigate through the world, and that it may be related to the use of differential representations. They contend that the difference can be traced back to dimorphic capacity to use the two types of cues. The preference for distal cue (landmarks) use, or the relative lack of sensitivity towards geometric cues, may cause the slower acquisition of cognitive maps (i.e., absolute reckoning representation) and a stronger reliance on egocentric representations. Thus, males are more effective in construction and use of an allocentric representation of the environment relying on geometrical and distal cues, while females initially rely instead on an egocentric representation. This leads to an advantage of men in spatial navigation tasks.

Additionally, Sandstrom et al. (1998) also demonstrated that males and females differ in the kind of cues they use in tasks of spatial navigation like the Morris water maze. While men used distal and geometric cues (e.g., direction and distance) to find a hidden platform, women were mostly navigating with the help of distal cues.

In total, assuming egocentric representation to be mainly supported by parietal cortex (Colby & Goldberg, 1999), and allocentric representations by the hippocampus (Ekstrom et al., 2003; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978), differential patterns of brain activations (Grön et al., 2000) indicate differential use of representations. While performing a complex, three-dimensional virtual reality maze, both males and females showed, besides others, strong activations in the hippocampus proper, the parahippocampal gyrus and parietal regions. This indicates that both males and females are performing on the basis of the same neural systems as outlined above. However, compatible with the differential cue use mentioned above and with the idea of different representations preferentially used, females showed stronger activations in a right parietal area and a right prefrontal area, whereas men exhibited stronger activation in the left hippocampus.

In order to investigate differential cue use we chose to use interleaved nonstationary platform location blocks within stationary platform location blocks. Subjects had to find a hidden platform in a virtual version of the MWT. While the platform location did not change over the stationary platform blocks, it was randomly assigned to a different location for each nonstationary platform block. Stationary and nonstationary blocks differed also in the distal cue design, with every-day cues (window, shelf, picture, door) and abstract cues (4 abstract pictures) randomly and evenly distributed over males and females.

We chose the nonstationary blocks to be without predictable platform location over blocks but predictable (stationary) within blocks to maximise uncertainty about the platform location. However, this minimised the possibility that individuals might conceptualize the nonstationary

Figure 1. A view from inside the pool of the VMWT

1 The term spatial strategy refers to the percentage of the path length that the subject spent in the quadrant where the platform was located in the practice trials. A successful spatial strategy required the subject to spend more than 40% of the path length in the target quadrant.
platform blocks as totally random (i.e., in a trial to trial randomisation). The former prevents subjects to learn one general platform location for all interleaved blocks, but for each block to learn a new location. The latter should ensure that subjects still use some kind of navigation strategy other than random navigation.

Methods

Participants
We tested 46 graduate and undergraduate students, 23 male students (M age = 23.3) and 23 female students (M age = 23.7), from the human sciences department. All had normal or corrected to normal vision. As compensation they received course credits for their study or took part in a lottery with the chance to win 50 €.

Equipment
We used an implementation of a virtual Morris water task from Neuroinvestigations, Inc. Technical specifications are available at: http://www.neuroinvestigations.com. The experiments were done on an IBM-compatible computer with a Pentium III 800MHz processor, 256 MB RAM, a 32 MB RAM ATI Graphics Card and an IBM-compatible keyboard. The image was displayed on a 17” monitor with a resolution of 1280 x 1024 (16 Mio. colors, 85 Hz refresh).

Design
The experiment consisted of 14 blocks, 7 of the stationary platform condition and 7 of the nonstationary platform condition, with 4 trials in each block. The blocks of the two conditions were alternating, beginning with a stationary platform condition block. In the stationary platform condition the platform was tied to the same location within the pool over all blocks, in the nonstationary platform condition the location was randomly reassigned for each block, as illustrated:
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Within the blocks of both conditions the platform was located at the same place over the 4 trials. However, the starting position within the pool was randomly determined for each trial.

The two platform conditions used different sets of distal cues (abstract objects: colorful abstract pictures vs. every day objects: window, bookshelf, poster, door). The cue sets made it possible for the subject to discriminate between the conditions, though not informed about the stationary/nonstationary platform design. The association of the cue types with the condition type (abstract – stationary / familiar – nonstationary vs. abstract – nonstationary / familiar – stationary) was randomly and evenly distributed over the subjects.

Procedure
After reading an information sheet with general instructions concerning the experiment, participants signed a consent form. Then they were instructed to navigate in the virtual 3D surrounding using the arrow keys (forward, right, left) on the keyboard and to use the distal cues to orient. They were told that after 60 seconds of search the platform would appear and they were to swim to the location. It was emphasised that they should use the 5 seconds remaining to the next trial after the platform was discovered to turn and orient in the room, as this information could be helpful in the next trial. There was a 60° field of egocentric view of the virtual space, which is approximately the same as the human eye. Every 100 ms the position of the subject was recorded in the form of \( \{x,y\} \) coordinates. The latency and path length to locate the platform were determined from this data. The heading error was determined after the subject travelled a path length \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the pool diameter, or if the platform was found before this point immediately before the subject stepped on the platform.

Results
A repeated measure 2 (Sex) by 28 (Trials) ANOVA with the mean swimming latency of all stationary trials revealed faster times for males (\( M = 14.81, SD = 13.95 \)) than females (\( M = 22.84, SD = 19.94 \)), \( F(1, 44) = 10.19, p < .001 \) (Fig. 2). Furthermore a significant difference was observed for the main effect of trial, \( F(27,1188) = 7.29, p < .001 \). Mean latencies were reduced from the first to the last trial, \( t(90) = 6.49, p < .001 \), reflecting learning over the blocks. There was no interaction, \( p = .392 \).

In separate repeated ANOVAs, there were no significant differences due to whether navigators were started in any one of the Cue Type (abstract or concrete objects) by Block Type (Stationary or Nonstationary), \( p = .600 \). There were also no significant differences in Heading Error between sexes, \( p = .310 \).

When we examined the latencies in all first trials of stationary platform blocks, using repeated measure ANOVA with the 7 first trials as repeating factor, we found no main effect of Sex, \( F(1,44) = 3.02, p > .05 \). However, a main effect of trial could be observed, \( F(6, 264) = 7.87, p < .01 \), and again was shown to be caused by an decrease in latency over the blocks, \( t(90) = 3.20, p = .002 \).

The finding of no significant sex difference in the repeated measure ANOVA above was not due to a shrunken sample size, as in an ANOVA for all second stable trials, males were again significantly faster to find the platform, \( F(1, 44) = 9.44, p < .01 \).

However, comparing the performance of the sexes in the first trials of the stationary blocks we found an effect of the interleaved nonstationary blocks. The interleaved blocks led to a decrease in swimming latency in the first stationary trial relative to the last trial of the preceding stationary block in both sexes. This loss was larger for males than for females, therefore the swim latencies between sexes were no longer statistically different (Fig. 3).
Examining a profile of performance across the four trials shows no significant differences by sex for the first trial of the nonstationary block ($t(44) = .839, p = .41$), in addition to the earlier result for the stationary blocks (Fig. 2). Also of note there is no difference between males and females in the second trial of the nonstationary block, indicating continued disruption for males ($t(44) = 1.501, p = .14$). The figure includes SEM whiskers to allow for visual inspection of all trial latencies, beyond those comparisons discussed.

**Discussion**

As expected, a large sex difference in the time to find a hidden platform was observed with males in general finding the hidden platform faster than females. Viewing the vanishing of the sex difference in this light suggests that the use of differential navigational strategies causes the different effects of the interleaved nonstationary blocks on performance. Not only did individuals improve in performance from first to last trial within stationary and nonstationary blocks, but also over the stationary blocks (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4).

While we took the vanishing sex difference in the first stationary trials as an indicator that males were affected relatively more than females by the change of condition, there is a possible alternative interpretation. That is, both males and females were affected to the same degree, resembling a kind of initial resetting of spatial knowledge. This implies that both would lose all their spatial knowledge about the environment and be completely disoriented. This would also be expressed as a vanishing of the sex difference because the spatial knowledge of both groups would be zero. However, this interpretation is unlikely because the general learning curve over all first stable trials implies that there is learning of spatial knowledge.

So if we assume that males and females are affected to different degrees by the interleaved nonstationary blocks, what is the cause? Assuming the stronger reliance of males on allocentric representations, and of females on egocentric, the effect could be explained by the characteristics of these representations. For example, the general advantage of males in simple tasks of spatial navigation might be a disadvantage when environmental cues change in their validity, as when the platform location changes in the interleaved blocks. In this case the cognitive maps of the two environments interfere with each other, possibly due to an automatic process of generalisation based on similar geometric cues of the two environments. Females, on the other hand, would be less affected by the change of the environment as the egocentric representation is based on the use of clearly distinguishable distal cues, and therefore it is not possible to confound the different environments.

One might question the ecological validity of the results, criticising the fact that subjects only receive minimal proprioceptive and vestibular inputs in virtual environments. Although vestibular information plays a role in spatial navigation, subjects receive optokinetic information, as for example visual motion, in virtual...
environments that may compensate the lack of other information. Moreover, optokinetic information alone can induce motion sickness and vertigo, which suggests that optokinetic information is interacting with the vestibular system (Astur et al., 1998; Hamilton, Driscoll & Sutherland, 2002). In our study both males and females were deprived equally of input other than the optokinetic one. It may be possible to imagine that females and males make use of differential strategies, based on cue types other than proximal and distal. In this case a differential dependency on vestibular and/or proprioceptive input may be the case, producing the sex difference. However, Waller, Knapp and Hunt (2001) compared the performance of the sexes in virtual environments and in real mazes, showing that in both differences of navigational ability can be found. This rejects the notion that the difference is merely caused by a differential dependency on vestibular or proprioceptive information.

Another point of criticism is different levels of experience with computers or computer games that might lead to the observed sex difference. Two counter arguments address this problem: Again, the demonstration of sex differences in real-world experiments rejects the idea of a mere effect of experience with computers. Furthermore, other studies using similar virtual environments showed that sex was the better predictor for spatial ability compared to computer experience (Astur et al., 1998; Shore et al., 2001).

To clarify if the vanishing sex difference is really caused by the reliance on differential representations it would be interesting to design a task employing interleaved nonstationary blocks, that forces females to build up and work with an allocentric representation. This could be done by the manipulation of the cues necessary to orient, for example removal of the distal cues and addition of geometrical cues. If males and females are using allocentric representations to navigate the Morris water task the overall sex difference should still be found, maybe even enlarged (Sandstrom et al., 1998), but more importantly also a sex difference in the first trials of the stationary blocks.

Our results indicted that interleaved blocks of a nonstationary platform condition have differential effects on the performance of males and females in the Morris water task. Though a significant overall advantage for male navigators could be observed, the interleaved blocks reduced this statistically reliable difference for the first trials of the stationary blocks to a nonreliable difference. In considering the relationship of this result to the rodent literature a similar idea has been supported in rodent studies. Kanit et al. (1998) trained rats to swim to a visible platform. When the visible platform was moved to a new location in a probe trial males swam to the location where the platform had been whereas female rats swam to the new location. This points to a strong reliance on the previously established representation in males.

Conclusion

The investigation of sex differences in human spatial cognition has a long history and includes many components of spatial ability. For example, males perform better than females in mental rotation tasks (Tapley & Briden, 1977), the Piagetan water level task (Goodrich et al., 1993), way-finding (Lawton, 1994) and route learning (Galea & Kimura, 1993). Females have better memory for object location in static (e.g., Silverman & Eals, 1992) and dynamic environments (Tottenham, Saucier, Elias, & Gutwin, 2003).

Considering our data and those of others (cf. Astur et al., 1998; Sandstrom et al, 1998) the current study contributes to the spatial cognition literature the idea that the development of sexually dimorphic neural substrates (e.g., Williams & Meek, 1991) might result in different ways of processing environmental input during navigation, as shown in humans: for example, in patterns of effective connectivity derived from imaging studies (Grön et al., 1998). The idea of differential representation construction (i.e., egocentric and allocentric) and cue use in navigation is of course not incredibly novel. However, we point out the advantage of being able to compare rodent and human performance in similar paradigms and on similar parameters, which in turn can be tied to the neural substrate data obtained across many years of rodent brain data and finally, to functional imaging studies.
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